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TODAY PROGRAMME: THE LIST OF TOPICS THAT WILL BE COVERED

1. JOB DESCRIPTION
JOB ANALYSIS

2. KSA 
COMPETENCIES 

ANALYSIS

3. ASSESSMENT 
CRITERIA

4. OBSERVABLE 
BEHAVIOURS

reduction of food waste in the kitchen and restaurant

1 2 3 4
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tasks and duties 
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may occur

A common glossary
and the sample of 

SST (Typical
Situation 

datasheets)

Assessment: 
criteria and 
indicators

Observation
checklist
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A broad, general, and written statement of a specific job, based on the
findings of a job analysis.
It generally includes duties, purpose, responsibilities, scope, and
working conditions of a job along with the job's title, and the name or
designation of the person to whom the employee reports.

A list of the responsibilities that you have and the duties that you
are expected to perform in your work.

A list of the tasks and responsibilities involved in a job.

JOB PROFILES AND JOB DESCRIPTION
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JOB PROFILES AND JOB DESCRIPTION

Cook Job Duties
• Cleans food preparation areas as determined by law and company policy
• Prepares foods to the specifications of the client
• Prepares food before the arrival of guests
• Makes adjustments to food items to accommodate guests with allergies or specific diet concerns
• Manages other employees in the kitchen
• Acts as liaison to front-of-house employees to ensure proper food service temperature
• Seasons food according to recipes or company needs
• Orders ingredients and spices as needed
• Operates various kitchen appliance such as a blender, oven, grill, or stand mixer
• Portions, arranges, and garnishes food based on client preference
• Assists other cooks during the food assembly process
• Devises new recipes
• Estimates expected food consumption and organises preparation
• Keeps records and accounts of food purchases
• Orders new menu items for specials or cheap deals
• Butchers and cooks animal meat based on the restaurant atmosphere
• Meets with customers to ensure a great meal experience
• Prepares any necessary sauces or accompaniments before meal service begins
• Stays open until the last customer leaves
• Offers a creative menu to compete with other local restaurants
• Cleans up after business hours
• Communicates with owner about how to improve meal service
• Alters dishes based on consumer suggestions or requirements

https://hiring.monster.co.uk/hr/hr-best-practices/recruiting-hiring-advice/job-descriptions/cook-job-description.aspx

https://hiring.monster.co.uk/hr/hr-best-practices/recruiting-hiring-advice/job-descriptions/cook-job-description.aspx
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JOB PROFILES AND JOB DESCRIPTION

Waitress/ Waiter 
Job Duties

• Welcomes customers when they arrive at a restaurant, cafe, or other eating or drinking establishment
• Introduces customers to the menu and announces daily or seasonal menu specials
• Answers questions about menu items, ingredients, and pricing
• Takes customers' orders for food and drink by writing them on a ticket, entering them into a tablet, or memorizing them
• Passes customer orders along to kitchen staff for preparation
• Prepares drinks and serves them to customers
• Collects food orders from the kitchen, verifies that they are correct, and serves them to customers
• Ensures that customers are satisfied with their meals and processes orders for additional courses if necessary
• Removes used dishes, glasses, and flatware from tables
• Prepares cheques and delivers them to customers
• Processes cash and credit card payments and returns change to customers if necessary
• Sets tables with dishes, glasses, and flatware and refills condiments
• Maintains familiarity with menu items, specials, and restaurant information
• Meets with managers and wait staff daily or regularly in order to learn about menu changes and specials as well as discuss upcoming
reservations and customers with special needs

https://hiring.monster.co.uk/hr/hr-best-practices/recruiting-hiring-advice/job-descriptions/waitress-waiter-job-description.aspx

https://hiring.monster.co.uk/hr/hr-best-practices/recruiting-hiring-advice/job-descriptions/waitress-waiter-job-description.aspx
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Waitress/ Waiter 
Job Duties

MEASURES 
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FOOD WASTE
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Cook Job Duties
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KSA ANALYSIS –A GLOSSARY
The first step in developing or selecting an assessment method for a specific employment position or objective
is to understand what the job requires employees to do and what knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) 

individuals must possess in order to perform the job effectively.
The difference between a 'skill' and an 'ability'. 
In very basic terms, abilities are natural or inbuilt 
whilst skills are learned behaviours. ... 
Ability and knowledge combine to create 
skills that can be used
Competencies are employee behaviours that 
lead to good or bad job performance. 
They often combine knowledge, skill and 
behaviour together in some activity that is 
required within a particular job.
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COMPETENCE
According to the European Qualification  Framework (EQF)

"competence means the  proven ability to use knowledge, skills 
and personal, social and/or methodological abilities,  in work or 
study situations and in professional and personal development." 
They are described in terms of responsibility and autonomy

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/European_Qualification_Framework__40_EQF_41_
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THE MODEL of the “REPERTOIRE OF QUALIFICATIONS & 
PROFILES”  (Friuli Venezia Giulia region, Italy)

1. A profile is described through a set of QPR/Professional  
Regional Qualifiers
2. A qualifier is made by knowledges and skills (= a competence!)
with the EQF level indication
3. The QPR is valid to describe a job profile but not to assess
the competences in a specific  working context
4. For this purpose we use the SST, Typical Situations Datasheets
which codify the quality of a performance by 

associating it with typical situations commonly used in the working
context to classify the difficulty of execution.

5. ST datasheet contains a list of observable behaviors that describe
a well-done/quality work activity.

“The wonderful thing about standards is that there are so many of them to choose from.” 
― Grace Murray Hopper
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THE MODEL of the “REPERTOIRE OF QUALIFICATIONS & 
PROFILES”  (Friuli Venezia Giulia region, Italy)

Evaluation 
Dimension: 
to classify the outcomes according 
to the situation taken into account

contexts
products
activities
instruments

techniques
materials

HANDMADE PRODUCTION OF FRESH PASTRIES
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WE NEED 
INDICATORS TO 
MEASURE THE 
QUALITY WORK

INDICATORS

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

A benchmark, standard or yardstick against which 
accomplishment, conformance, performance, and 
suitability of an individual, alternative,  activity, 
product, or plan, as well as of risk-reward ratio is 
measured.

They are markers of accomplishment/progress. 
An indicator is a specific, observable and measurable 
characteristic that can be used to show changes or progress
a programme is making toward achieving a specific outcome. 

How will we measure the 
expected performance in terms of 
reducing food waste 
(relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, impact and
sustainability) ?
...adding some specific, observable and measurable 
indicators to the check list of virtuous behaviors
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WE NEED 
INDICATORS TO 
MEASURE THE 
QUALITY WORK

Related to the 
valutative dimension

Related to the job activities/ 
description mapped

answering the question "how much / how does it change"?
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Prepare a list of job tasks, 
activities, duties (for cook and 

waiter) focusing on those under 
the lens to reduce food waste

Elicit competences in specific 
work situations/contexts
(knowledge, skills) i.e. the 

cook/waiter in order to reduce 
the food waste should be able

to….

Establish proficiency levels and 
indicators to measure 

trainee/worker’s improvement

Build a checklist of observable 
behaviors, with the evaluation 

criteria i.e.
the cook in order to reduce the 
food waste must know how to 
use the scraps to invent new 

recipes

LET'S START AGAIN FROM THE BEGINNING & 
PRACTICE TOGETHER

A - Always/fully utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables or cheese for new recipes (or bioactive 
compounds) 

B – Often/partly utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables or cheese for new recipes  
C - Sometimes utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables  or cheese for new recipes
D - Seldom/Never utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables or cheese for new recipes 

INDICATOR: 
portion / quantity of 
peel/scraps re-used in new 
Recipes (or bioactive compound)
RATING:
Excellent A: fully (100/75%)
Good B: partly (from 50 to 75%)
Sufficient C: from 25% to 50%
Poor D: from 0% up to 25%
never or hardly ever re-use

FOOD PROCESSING
The cook selects and prepares 
raw materials for  finished food 
products,  according to 
regulatory requirements and 
restaurant recipes and 
specifications…..

…peeling raw materials (fruits,
vegetables, cheese) with the
appropriate kitchen tools, 
using most of the edible 
material, even those parts
that are considered waste
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Observable Behaviors Checkist

EVALUATION DIMENSION CONTEXT-RELATED COMPETENCES RATING LEGEND

FOOD PROCESSING selection/
preparation raw materials

The cook {when he selects and prepares raw materials 
for  finished food products, according to regulatory 
requirements and restaurant recipes and
specifications} peels raw materials (fruits,
vegetables, cheese) with the appropriate kitchen 

tools, using most of the edible material, even those 
parts that are considered waste

A
B
C
D

A  -Always utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables or cheese for new recipes (or bioactive 
compounds) 
B - Often utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables or cheese for new recipes  
C- Sometimes utilizes the peel of the fruit, vegetables  or 
cheese for new recipes
D - Seldom/Never utilizes the peel of the fruit, 
vegetables or cheese for new recipes 

FOOD PROCESSING preparation of 
sauces and semi-finished products

FOOD PROCESSING cooking food

PORTIONING, DISHES PREPARATION 
AND DECORATION

FOOD/MATERIALS STORAGE

FOOD PRESERVATION

JOB PROFILE: e.g. Cook 
The cook in order to reduce the food waste is able to: 

INPUT

VERB

OBJECT

SPECIFICATIONS
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Observable Behaviors Checkist

EVALUATION DIMENSION CONTEXT-RELATED COMPETENCES RATING LEGEND

CLEAR THE TABLE remove the dishes / 
glasses with leftovers from 
the table

The waiter {after a satisfying lunch/dinner, when he
removes used dishes and glasses from the table} gives 
non consumed/leftover  food and beverages with a
useful and design “doggy bag”, offering customers to 
bring it home

A
B
C
D

A - Always offers (after a satisfying meal) food and 
beverage leftover to take away
B - Often offers (after a satisfying meal) food and 
beverage leftover to take away
C- Sometimes offers (after a satisfying meal) food and 
beverage leftover to take away
D- Seldom/Never offers (after a satisfying meal) food and 
beverage leftover to take away

PRESENT THE MENU/TAKE 
CUSTOMERS’ORDERS

The waiter {after having introduced the menu, when
he takes customers orders} clearly explains the 
portions size detailing the ingredients, the 
composition, the methods of preparation and cooking
asking the customer to specify quantity, unwanted 
food/ingredients, type and doneness of cooking

A
B
C
D

A - Always asks customers to specify quantity, unwanted 
food/ingredients, type and doneness of cooking
B - Often asks customers to specify quantity, unwanted 
food/ingredients, type and doneness of cooking
C- Sometimes asks customers to specify quantity, 
unwanted food/ingredients, type and doneness of 
cooking
D - Seldom/Never asks customers to specify quantity, 
unwanted food/ingredients, type and doneness of 
cooking

PASS ORDERS ALONG TO KITCHEN 
STAFF

The waiter {after having taken customers orders} 
passes orders along to kitchen staff
reporting the customer’s specifications and food 
requirements

A
B
C
D

A - Always reports to kitchen staff customers’ 
specifications and food requirements 
B - Often reports to kitchen staff customers’ 
specifications and food requirements 
C - Sometimes reports to kitchen staff customers’ 
specifications and food requirements 
D - Seldom/Never reports to kitchen staff customers’ 
specifications and food requirements 

JOB PROFILE: e.g. waiter 
The waiter/waitress in order to reduce the food waste is able to: 

INPUT

VERB

OBJECT

SPECIFICATIONS
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phone

b.dainelli@enaip.fvg.it

Thank you for your attention
all clear? 

now it's your turn!


